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Simulaton setngs:Simulaton setngs:
System: Unitary Fermi GasUnitary Fermi Gas
Latte: 50x5050x5000x50x5 
with latte spating 0x5.78

BCS

Number of atoms N

+N


 3,50x50x5

Future plans:Future plans:

Extracton of the kinett energy spettrumkinett energy spettrum for 
the isotropic turbulence.
Deliver microscopic input for the so-called 
Vorte0 Filament ModelVorte0 Filament Model.
Provide microscopic foundatons for a 
“turbulent” model of the neutron star“turbulent” model of the neutron star.

Generaton of rotatnn quantum turbulenceGeneraton of rotatnn quantum turbulence

In order to generate the quantum turbulence, we start from a confguraton that 
contains a vorte0 lattevorte0 latte – soluton of TDASLDA equatons in a rotatng frame. 
Next, on existng vortex latce we imprint a few dark solitonsimprint a few dark solitons, in plane 
perpendicular to the vortces. Due to snake instability, the confguraton is not 
stable and decaying solitons produce new vortces that destabilize the latce.

For more details see: arXiv:20x500x5.0x57464

The local spin polarization inside 
the cores reaches level of 40%
−45%
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Dark solitons 
are created

Scientic questons:Scientic questons:
What are diferentes and similarites of turbulente in Fermi 
and Bose superfuids?
What type of quantum turbulente is present in the 
fermionit systems? 
Turbulente in spin-imbalanted systems?Box-like trap

Observaton of the rotatnn turbulenceObservaton of the rotatnn turbulence

Absorpton images along rotaton axis can be used for observatons of 
turbulence development and its decay.
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Example for the spin-symmetric case

Solving the problem:Solving the problem:
The system is plated on a 3D spatal 
latte of size N

0
×N

y
×N

z 
- no symmetry 

restrittons
Number of evolved quasiparttle 
orbitals from range 00x55-00x56

Derivatves are tomputed with spettral 
methods - insures very high atturaty
Time integraton with mult-step ABM 
5th order integrator

Present Present 
(super)computng (super)computng 
capabilites:capabilites:

Spatal latte 
up to 00x50x53

Number of atoms 
up to 3000x54

Trajettory length 
up to 0,50x50x5 ℏ/ε

F

Arbitrary spin/mass-
imbalante

Summit (ORNL)

Piz Daint (CSCS)

Titan (ORNL)

Density functonal theory for superfuid systemsDensity functonal theory for superfuid systems

The real-tme dynamics are given by equatons, similar to Time-Dependent 
Bogolubov-de Gennes (TDBdG) equatons:

where the single-partcle Hamiltonian h and pairing potental ∆ are obtained by 
taking the appropriate functonal derivatves of the energy density functonal*. 
The density functonal approach ofers a descripton of superfuidity beyond beyond 
TDBdGTDBdG approximaton!

Open source implementaton 
of (TD)BdG and TD(SLDA) framework:
htps://wslda.fzyka.pw.edu.pl/  

*A. Bulgac, P. Magierski, M.M. Forbes, Lecture Notes in Physics, Vol. 836, pp 305-373 (Springer, Heidelberg, 2012).

Turbulence in stronnly interactnn systemTurbulence in stronnly interactnn system

Below we present snapshots showing generaton and decay of 
the turbulent state. The generatongeneraton (increase of vortex line density L) takes 
about 100ℏ/ε

F
, and it is followed by two stages detaytwo stages detay: (I) accelerated by 

retonnettons tlose to the boundaryretonnettons tlose to the boundary (operatng on tme scale of about 
200ℏ/ε

F
) and (II) where the energy is mainly dissipated via Kelvin wavesKelvin waves. 

The decay process ends with re-formaton of the vortex latce.
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GENERATION
(via snake instability) 

DECAY I
(via vortex reconnections)

DECAY II
(via Kelvin waves)

Energy contained in vortices is proportional to its total length L.
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Spectrum of Kelvin wavesSpectrum of Kelvin waves

Defniton of averaged spectrum of the Kelvin waves

where      is Fourier transform of l-th vortex parametrized as 
                                                                            

The spettrum appro0imately follows the dependente derived for a weak turbulente 
for early tmes of the detay: n(k) ~ k-00/3 or ~k-07/5 (both tonsistent within numerital errors)

Vorte0 retonnettons populate the trossing lines with the torresponding spettra,  
see panels (d,e)

Fermionit taltulatons admit suppression of long wavelengths with k < 2π/l where l 
is the inter-vorte0 spating when tompared  with the GPE simulatons, see panels (t,f)
 

→ TDASLDA attounts for efetts related to presente of a normal tomponent (under investgaton)

Due to 
mutual 

friction with 
a normal 

component ?

https://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/

